GUIDELINES – Presentation of the progress of thesis work

Guidelines about presentations on achieved researched progress in the PhD dissertation, for the enrolled candidates by the end of 2011. (Mentor System)

In order to give better support and have more practical aspects about the two public presentations, we suggest to candidates that the Rule for presentations to be consider in more flexible way and to offer two ways of presentations:

1.1. Group presentation of two or more candidates from the same faculty in order to have higher transparency and reciprocal support, with suggestions for improving scientific research and dissertation writing.

1.2. Presentation in national, regional and international conferences part of the PhD dissertation work will be counted as presentation at Faculty level (the candidate should submit by email the scanned proof, agenda and presentation at the conference)

1.3. Each presentation one week prior should be announced on the SEEU network, in order to have better information of interested parties (the pro-dean for post-graduate studies at respective faculty is contacted by email)